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Understanding the Two Laws
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LEAVE under FMLA vs. ADA


FMLA
 The amount of leave
required is exact
 The pain the employer
feels is irrelevant
 Can’t manipulate job
functions to force the
employee back to work
 Leave right is
replenished (permits
leaves in perpetuity as
long as not using more
than 12 weeks in any
year)



ADA
 The amount of leave
required is inexact
 The pain the employer
feels is relevant
 The ADA is very much in
favor of manipulating
job functions
 The leave required is
like a booster shot to
get the employee
through a rough patch

Process of the ADA
Accommodations within an
employee’s position

Leave beyond policies

Leave under policies

Vacant positions

Termination
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ADA Concepts


Accommodation within the employee’s position
 Employee cites a barrier because of his or her own
impairment
 Is the impairment a disability?
 Is the barrier temporary or permanent?
 Is the function the employee cannot perform an:
 Essential function
 Non‐essential function or
 Just a barrier to enjoyment of privileges (parking lot or driving)
 Is there a way to perform the function (or have access),
if essential?
 Undue hardship?
 Threat to health and safety?

Workshop


We have an exempt level associate who
has a medical condition. He is a
supervisor. For the sake of discussion,
let’s call it neuropathy. He claims he
can do all of his job, but really struggles
to drive to and from work and then sit
in an office environment all day. He
wants to do his job from home.
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Workshop


We have an employee who has a high risk
pregnancy, and the doctor has placed her on
a 10 lb. lift restriction. She can’t do her job
with a 10 lb. lift restriction. She has asked for
light duty. We only give light duty to persons
who have been injured on the job, or for
persons who are covered under the ADA. She
says from her perspective it seems everyone
gets light duty… Can I just tell her we have
no job for her and she can apply when she
gets better?

Basic FMLA Rights


The right to:


Take leave



For qualifying conditions



Without having the employer count the
leave against the employee for any
employment decision


No RETALIATION against an
employee who takes FMLA

That means the
absences can’t
count under a
company attendance
system, and we can’t
hold it against them
as: “unreliable,” “can’t
count on them,” or
“just isn’t working out”
All mean the same…
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Workshop


We have an exempt level associate who just
brought us a doctor’s note that says he can only
work 6 hours per day. If he works one minute
more, he will…



Our exempt level employees work very hard,
usually 45-50, maybe even sometimes 60 hours
per week, but of course, this isn’t documented.
What should we do?

Workshop


Employee cites an impairment and says
there is a certain function he cannot
perform so he will just take leave; he has
FMLA available






Give them leave
Engage in the interactive process
Remove the function

Suppose FMLA were not available . . .
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Leave Under the ADA
When does it start?

Concepts Under the ADA


Leave



Exhaust all leave under policies
Conduct a case-by-case analysis








Is the need for leave caused by a disability
Is the employee asking for a finite amount of leave?
If granted, will the employee return to performing all
functions?
How confident is the doctor?
 When comparing the length to the level of confidence, is it a
reasonable amount?
Will granting the leave cause an undue hardship?
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EEOC Targets








Workplace rules that require a complete
release to return to work
Finite leave policies
Hard and fast rules (we don’t grant more
than
3 months of leave)
Pregnancy complications as a disability
“Forced leave”
Stacking leaves to argue unreasonableness/
undue hardship


“We already gave 12 weeks of FMLA, plus another
2 months of leave, and now you want another
month – that is six months of leave – that is too
long.”

Workshop


Is leave under the ADA job protected
leave?



Is the fact that others in the department
are already taking FMLA and ADA
leave a permissible factor?



Intermittent leaves under the ADA,
when do we have to give them?
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ADA Concepts


Vacant positions/reassignment



“Vacant” positions – what does that mean?
No discrimination = Reasonable
accommodation









Reasonable accommodation includes
“reassignment”

Reassignment is a “last resort”
No promotion required
No red-circling pay required
No inferior job, if comparable job vacant
Employee must be qualified
Employee must comply with company
prerequisites

Workshop




How long do we have to help an employee look?
When is the employee “qualified”?
What is the “accommodation”?




Give them the job?
Fairly compete or preferential treatment?
What if you have two at the same time?



Where does “undue hardship” come into the picture?



Do you tell the hiring manager that the employee has
a disability and needs an accommodation?



On other employees?
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FMLA Abuse


We all know some people utilize the FMLA as it
was meant to be used



We also know some people take advantage of
its provisions

On FMLA

To Discourage Risk Takers


Send implicit message that we are
toughening up on abuse





Create procedures designed to make clear we
will be able to catch you
Dig deeper
Catch some cheaters
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To Catch Cheaters






Advanced notice of when taking leave
 Strengthen call-out policy
 Push for better notice
 Alert leave management team of patterns
Information about what their life looks like when on leave
 Updating job descriptions to get more information
 Pushing back on certifications to make sure we are getting
what we are entitled to receive
 Engaging in the interactive process (ADA)
Surveillance

Employee Gives Notice of Need for
Leave


No magic words
 But must say more than “I’m sick”
 Must explain reasons for leave
 Info sufficient to make employer aware may be
FMLA





Anticipated timing

Failure to do so = no protection
ASAP!!!
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Call-Out Policies


WHO – the employee should call



WHAT – reason for absence and expected



NO MOTHERS PLEASE!!!

length of absence
 ADA?



WHEN



WHERE – Where must the employee
report?



HOW








As soon as practicable and possible

SUPERVISORS ONLY
Verbal
NO TEXTS!!!

NEW Call-out Considerations


Employer obligations under FMLA





Communicate with employee
Send information

So, consider adding requiring
employee to advise:



Where the employee can be reached…
Updates if phone or address where can
be reached changes…
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Dig Deeper
And when did you know
that?

Just now – Is this for incapacity or
treatment?

1) Any early warning signs?
2) Incapacitated just now?
3) What essential functions
can’t perform?
4) How planning to get home?
5) Any way to get better notice?

If treatment – remind of
obligation to schedule
during off hours or when
convenient. Ask if did
that. Ask how could
manage to only just now
learn of treatment.

If sooner than gave

Instruct the employee
that their obligation is to
provide us notice ASAP,
advise the leave
coordinator of late
notice, and follow her
instructions.

Questioning Need for Leave


Are you sure you need to take this leave?








For what?
Is this already approved?

Is it medically necessary that you take the
leave?
What functions can you not perform?
Is there any way you would be able to continue
working?
How are you going to get yourself home if you
are incapacitated?
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Patterns – We Want to Know
About Them







Friday/Monday or otherwise hooking
onto days off
Hooking onto vacations planned, etc.
Hooking onto holidays
Pattern of not working overtime
Tendency to take FMLA during periods
of heavy work, or when moving to
undesirable rotation

Other Prophylactic Measures


Frequency and duration issues
 Pushing back on medical certifications
 Demanding recertifications if an
employee exceeds the scope
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Other Prophylactic Measures



“But I don’t want to use my FMLA.”

Surveillance



Hire professionals
Select cases carefully
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